ROUTE 83
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Legend
Bus Route
AM Bus Stops
PM Bus Stops
Time Point (see schedule)
Connection Point
Point of Interest

AM to Kennedy Middle School
Bus Stops
Weekdays
Bay/Harmon 7:18a 7:23a
Bay/Hedge
Bay/Greenwood
Bay/Del Norte
Bay/Ringwood 7:28a 7:33a
Bay/Hollyburne
Durham/Laurel 7:36a 7:41a
Menalto/O'Keefe
Woodland/O'Keefe
Marmona/Robin 7:43a 7:48a
Willow/Nash
Willow/Blackburn
Willow/Waverley
Laurel/Sherwood
Ravenswood/Noel
Merrill/Santa Cruz 7:53a 7:58a
Santa Cruz/Curtis
Santa Cruz/Crane
Santa Cruz/Johnson
Santa Cruz/Arbor
Santa Cruz/San Mateo
Santa Cruz/Hermosa
Santa Cruz/Hobart
Hillview Middle School 8:00a 8:05a

PM to Florence/17th
Bus Stops
Mon, Tue, Wed & Thurs Only
Hillview Middle School 3:21p 3:22p 2:43p 2:44p
Valparaiso/Elder
Valparaiso/Arbor
Caltrain Station
Valparaiso/University
Laurel/Oak Grove
Laurel/Ravenswood
Laurel/Sherwood
Willow/Creek
Willow/Blackburn
Gilbert/Willow
Woodland/Woodland
Bay/Del Norte
Menalto/Oak
Menalto/O'Keefe
Bay/Hollyburne
Bay/Del Norte
Bay/Greenwood
Bay/Hedge
Bay/Harmon
Bay/Christopher
Bay/Marsh 4:05p 4:06p 3:27p 3:28p

Bus Fares
Cash Clipper Day Pass Monthly Pass
Youth (Age 18 & younger) $1.10 $1.00 $2.00 $27.00
Adult (Age 19 through 64) $2.25 $2.05 $4.50 $65.60
*Free 2-hour transfers between local SamTrans routes on Clipper or SamTrans Mobile App.

Call 1-800-660-4287
TTY 650-508-6448

samtrans.com/83
Effective 01/01/20